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Abstract: Big Data’s 5 V complexities are making it increasingly difficult to develop an understanding of the end to end process. Big Data platforms play a crucial role in many critical systems, combining with Internet-of-Things, Artificial Intelligence and Business Analytics. It is both relevant and important to understand Big Data systems to identify the best tools that fit the requirements of heterogeneous platforms. The objective of this paper is to “discover” a set of design principles and rules for Cloud-based Big Data platforms for complex, heterogeneous environments. The design scope comprises Big Data’s significance, challenges and architectural impacts. Using a methodology Reverse Engineered Design Science Research (REDSR), artifacts from leading vendors are used to elicit the design principles and rules with relevant details of Big Data components. We conclude that the findings are relevant and useful for DevOps architects and practitioners in operating complex, heterogeneous Cloud-based Big Data platforms.
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1. Introduction

Digitalisation transformation is not only the evolution of electronic devices but also the integration of intelligent data into every aspect of digital live-styles [1]. Today Data is being generated through web applications, mobiles, sensors, Global Positioning System (GPS), social networks. According to Forbes there are 2.5 quintillion bytes of data that is getting generated every day [2]. Report from International Data Corporation (IDC) shows that trends in Data being created in Zeta bytes as we can see in Figure 1 [1]. From this report it unveils the sheer size and pace at which the data is being created around us.

Big Data can be referred as data characterized by huge volume, variety, veracity and velocity which makes difficult for traditional systems to store and process [3]. Big Data consists of different types of data like structural data (Relational databases), semi-structured data (XML, JASON files) and unstructured data (Images, Audio and Video files). Not all data generated is valuable, however, analysing Big Data reveals valuable insights and helps business to gain competitive advantage. Big Data is being recognised in range of industries for its ability to provide information from large data sets. Big Data revolutionised the way of using traditional analytical platforms [4]. Big Data value had already proved its efficiency in ability to cutting costs, improving operational efficiency from retail to medical fields.
Undoubtedly Big Data need a massive infrastructure and computational platforms based on its significance and ability to blend with the latest emerging technologies like Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning etc. Cloud computing perfectly complements Big Data systems by cutting costs and providing required infrastructure. According to a Gartner press release cloud computing will be touching $300 billion business by year 2021 [5]. The rise in the adoption of cloud services by businesses, is because cloud systems provide speed and agility of digital business requirements along with significant cost savings and creation of new revenue sources [5]. Also, a report from International Data Corporation (IDC) identifies that there is in increase demand for Data storage in Cloud as we see in Figure 2 [1]. Data is key in any analytics.
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*Figure 1. Data growth projections from International Data Corporation [1]*
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*Figure 2. Data storage projections from International Data Corporation [1]*

In an earlier work, Hashem et al. [6] investigate some significant open research issues such as scalability, availability, data integrity, data transformation, data quality, data heterogeneity, privacy, legal and regulatory issues, and governance. After such an extensive review of prior research, they conclude that the most important research issue facing the staging of Big Data is the heterogeneous nature of data. Bloomberg further remarks: Cloud-native computing is a paradigm shift in enterprise technology that extends the hard-fought best practices of the cloud to all of Information Technology (IT). In particular, this approach centers on a comprehensive abstraction that hides the complexity of hybrid...
multi-cloud environments from the workloads and applications that run on them. It is therefore critical to identify a set of design specifications that will hide the complexity of heterogeneous cloud environments while revealing any potential inter-operability problems to be faced by their workloads and applications. The current research is to identify design principles and rules by using reverse engineering design process on Big Data platforms in cloud. Several Big Data analytical platforms are considered for this research (please refer to Appendix). The Design Science Research (DSR) paradigm in Information Systems (IS) helps to create IT artifacts, solve problems, make research contributions, and validate designs [7]. In the Preface to their classic text on the subject, Vaishnavi and Kuechler [8] declare that DSR’s focus on the creation and/or improvement of IS artifacts could be further guided by the use of patterns to discover knowledge about design artifacts. Hence DSR may be effectively used to develop a deep understanding about Big Data platforms as well as for the discovery of design principles and rules from patterns. In present work and a companion paper [9], design science and reverse engineering techniques are fused together for the purpose of discovering design specifications of big data platforms.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we will review Big Data Definition, Analytics, Architecture and Use-Cases of Cloud-based Big Data Platforms. The research methodology defined as “Reverse Engineering Design Science Research” will be detailed in Section 3. In section 4 we discuss the findings of applying such a methodology to several Cloud-based Big Data Platforms. Finally, in section 5 we present some implications, limitations and future research.

2. Background review

The term Big Data originated from the need of large corporations such as Google, Facebook and Yahoo [10]. Big Data can be referred as an abstract concept because a part of its massive data sets which cannot be handled traditional IT hardware Infrastructure or hardware tools [8]. Initially Big Data was defined by 3 V’s characteristics namely volume, velocity and Variety but later evolved to 4 V’s addition of veracity [9]. But the research by Yaqoob I, et al. [10] specified that Big Data is a characterized by 5 V’s by addition of ‘Value’ to the exiting characters catalogue. It is important to understand the definition of Big Data in order to distinguish it from existing Data systems. Most of the literature emphasizes the importance of understanding the characteristics of Big Data first, as these characteristics pose problems in extracting insight from the Big Data during analytics.

McKinsey Global Institute report states that Data and Analytics is enabling corporations to develop new business models and effectively run the core operations [11]. Analytics at a granular level of data is helping to personalize products and services. Most significantly in Health care Industry is a classic example for importance of analytics in an organization [11]. Big Data analytics reveals unknown stories of business performance for an organization. Deep analysis of huge volumes of data from different sources can only be accomplished through using Big Data tools. According to research by Jin X, et al. [12] the overall process of extracting insights from Big Data is broken into two sub processes data management and analytics. The process of researching massive data to identify hidden patterns and correlation is called Big Data Analytics [4]. The hidden patterns often show the performance of organization, customer relationship etc. which play critical role in developing business strategies.

Big Data in a vacuum is worthless and its potential can only be unlocked when it is leveraged for decision making in an organization [12]. Generally speaking, any knowledge discovery process will have stages such as input, analysis and output [13]. When observing any Big Data analytical platform, we may break down the component architecture into different layers such as ingestion, storage, processing, analytics and visualization. With these layer forms the building blocks of architecture for Big Data analytics.

There is considerable agreement in the literature that Big Data architectures use powerful distributed systems for performing storage and computational tasks on massive data sets. They use algorithms like Map Reduce for parallel processing of data which have different formats with high performance. Research by Begoli and Horey [14] noted that distributed analytical databases are preferred for storing highly structured relational data for their high optimization and distribution of data for scalability. Databases like NoSQL offers scalable databases in Big Data architecture without any adjustment to schema reducing deployment time [15]. We may conjecture that Big Data systems with distributed architecture are very effective compared to traditional systems in performing data analytics in terms of speed and time.
Big Data platforms use different architectures to achieve the goal of knowledge discovery. For the ease of understanding: current research on Big Data platforms are classified into two categories, being either Hadoop based Big Data platforms or Cloud based Big Data platforms.

Cloud computing is the fastest growing field in Information technology by promising reliable hardware and software and Infrastructure services over the internet using remote data center. Cloud systems have a powerful architecture that helps to execute complex, large-scale computations and also perform IT management functions ranging from storage to application and database service [10]. Cloud is cost effective when handling massive data sets or computational tasks for an organization because of its ability to scale up and scale back resources based on demand [16].

Current research literature discusses the topics of Big Data’s significance, emerging trends in Big Data and the implementation of Big Data with upcoming technologies. But there is a distinct research gap in the aspect of design research of heterogeneous platforms since mostly research is confined to Big Data, but not Big Data platforms. Despite the significant role of Big Data platforms in extracting the value from Big Data, the understanding about these systems is poor. A Gartner survey in 2015 mentions that 60% of Big Data projects fail [17] but other sources mention that this could be even higher. Big Data is vast field with lot of challenges, design science research helps to create as well evaluate the IT artifacts with an intended solution to a observed problem [7]. Thus, it is important to implement of design science research for developing deep understanding about Big Data.

3. Research methodology
3.1 Combining design science research with reverse engineering

Research in Information systems is performed with two paradigms: design science and behavioural science [18]. Behavioural science helps in identifying organisational context, whereas design science research is used in information systems fields for creating new innovative ideas and artefacts which help broaden organisations abilities and capacities with respect to Information technology [18]. IT artifacts in Information systems research are classified as constructs, models and initiations which help in resolving problems through developing a successful implementation of IS using executive information systems and systems to support knowledge process [18]. In current research, as mentioned previously it is focused in develop an understanding of Big Data platforms with help of design principles and rules for organizations and researchers. Hence design science research for Big Data platforms is the best suited approach.

Design science has a two parts process of (activities) and products (artifact). Design process is a sequence of activities to create the product and evaluation, which helps to develop better understanding of the quality of product which is developed on a purpose to resolve an organizational problem [18]. In short, this seminal set of guidelines state that DSR: 1) must produce a viable artifact; 2) must develop a technology solution to a relevant problem; 3) must demonstrate validation; 4) must provide clear, verifiable contributions; 5) must apply rigour to the construction and evaluation of artifacts; 6) must search available means to reach desired objective; and 7) must be effectively presented to both technology and management audiences.

The structured way of performing design science research will help in doing effective research in order to create IT artifacts that are accepted legitimately. In the process model proposed by Peffers K, et al. [7], six processes and four research objectives are given. The design science research framework hence helps with recognition of research objectives, process activities and outcomes. Without the use of this framework this research paradigm can only justified on ad-hoc basis manner [7]. The seven “Design Science Research Guidelines” by Tsai CW, et al. [18] and Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) Process model by Peffers K, et al. [7] have laid the foundation for synthesis of the ‘Reverse engineering Design research methodology’.

Big Data systems are component-based platforms. In overview of the reverse engineering process, this helps to study any product by fragmenting it into its components and understanding them to reveal the hidden design insights of information about the product. A classic paper by Ajila states: The aim of reverse engineering is to provide comprehensive information about the design concepts included in a program. The idea is to provide abstraction mechanisms to allow an easy understanding of the structure of the program to people without or with minimal prior knowledge of it. In more recent research by Gartner [19] the reverse engineering process helps with the understanding of an existing implemented system and represents it at higher level of abstraction. Use of Model Driver Reverse
Engineering (MDRE) helps to identify higher view of systems example design models. MDRE comprises of model discovery and model understanding \cite{19} and these processes helps to represent artifacts.

The objective of current research work is to understand the design details of cloud based Big Data platforms. To reach the benefits of this research, there is a necessity to use both the reverse engineering process and design research methodology. After thorough analysis of both the processes a new methodology is synthesized which is called as Reverse Engineering Design Science Research Methodology which is illustrated in Figure 3. The motive behind this methodology is to provide higher level of understanding of Big Data platforms with help design details after exploring the deeper details about the systems.
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The step by step processes of the hybrid Reverse Engineered-Design Science Research (RE-DSR) approach are described in a companion article \cite{9} since it is not the purpose of this article to focus on methodology. Suffice to state, the steps shown in Figure 3 (guided by the above cited classic papers) were iteratively applied to the problem domain at hand; namely the extraction of design principles and rules for from design artefacts created from Big Data cloud platforms.

**Step 1-Identification**

The objective of this step is to understand the design aspects from end to end for Cloud based Big Data applications which are very complex and lack visibility for details at higher level. The design aspects include design principles and rules. A design principle can be regarded as a law or concept that is to be accepted for the creation of the product. On other hand a design rule is a bottom-line element that helps in accomplishing design principle.

**Step 2-Definition**

Recall that the core objective of this research is to generate design guidelines that can explain the design principles and rules of cloud based Big Data platforms. As illustrated in Figure 4, Cloud-based Big Data Analytics Platforms handle a variety of high velocity data which are parsed through collection, storage and processing steps in order to provide descriptive visualizations and analytics which shed insights. Therefore, in order to help organizations adopt this technology, as well as assist practitioners in the design of Big Data systems, we attempt to “discover” design principles.
and rules from exemplar artefacts.

**Step 3-Discovery**

In this phase we have selected two cloud based Big Data platforms to examine, which are a Google cloud platform and an Amazon Big Data platform. For the current research, Big Data platforms which use cloud service models like IaaS, PaaS, SaaS are out of the scope. According to research by Gartner [19] the discovery phase in MDRE helps to obtain raw models of selected systems. Analysed overall design detail of Big Data platforms are identified in general as Big Data platform basic architectural layers, such are Data Ingestion/Collection, Data Storage, Data computing and processing layer along with Analytics and visualisations which are illustrated in Figure 4.
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**Figure 4.** Context diagram of Cloud-based Big-Data platform
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**Figure 5.** AWS’ Big Data platform component diagram
In the next step—Discover phase—the architectural layers are broken down into detail layers to understand such components which fits into different layers.

3.2 Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud artifacts

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a cloud-based platform of Amazon Inc. which can deliver on-demand computation power, data storage and other IT infrastructure through cloud services on internet by using pay-as-you-go pricing model [20]. AWS cloud models include Infrastructure as service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) [20]. AWS offers wide range of components for Ingestion, storage, computation, Databases and Analytics as we can see in Figure 5. During research all the available components related to Big Data analytics were studied. Components which are have more significance were considered and classified into layers based on their functionality in Figure 6. For example, the computing and processing layer also comprises components such as Amazon lambda, Elastic Search service etc. Being a cloud-based environment AWS has AWS console manager for User Interface. AWS even deploys security components for Data security and Access management.

Google Cloud Platform (GCP) generally comprises resources such as physical assets from example computer hardware and hard disks. Virtual machines which are spread across Google data centers across the work and connected in a high bandwidth network [21]. Google document mention that this distribution of resources across is vital for clients as it benefits redundancy during system failures. Like AWS, GCP also provides services for computation (Compute Engine, App Engine), Storage (Cloud Storage, Cloud FireStore), Databases (Cloud SQL, Cloud Big Table), Networking and Management tools which we can see in Figure 7. It has components that support IoT, Machine learning etc. For example, Cloud Machine Learning (ML) in the computing and processing layer as illustrated in Figure 8. Similar to above AWS, the components of GCP related to Big Data analytics are studied based on their feature and segregated under different layers of component-based architecture. Google also provide console manager for User interaction along tools for data security and access management.
Step 4- Analytic understanding

Components are studied at deeper levels in terms of inputs, features, functionality and outputs. This helps in generation of higher level of design concepts which are design principles of the Big Data platforms.

Step 5- Specification

When design principles are extracted, the next phase components are studies with respect to internal architectural level to extract the design rules. As with the design of the Big Data solutions, the extraction and specification of rules using architectural diagrams is more an art than hard-nosed engineering.
Step 6 - Evaluation and Validation

As Vaishnavi and Kuechler remark [8], with DSR it is necessary to validate and evaluate a design solution and its hypothesized claims about correctness and acceptability. Design outcomes hence need to be evaluated to identify the quality of solution to address the defined problem. Design principles and rules which fall out of scope are removed. Filtered design principles and rules are evaluated with help of use cases and architectural patterns. Design principles and rules which are not satisfactory are again re-iterated from the ‘Analytic Understanding’ phase. The reverse-engineered design principles and rules are derived at the end of this process. These principles and associated rules are presented as findings in the next section.

4. Applying the RE-DSR approach

In the RE-DSR procedure, Big Data architectures such as Google Big Data analytics and Amazon web services analytics may be fed in as artifacts that represent industry best practices. The full list of Big Data solutions that were used in the RE-DSR procedure are given in the Annex to this article. For each of these, every component in the architecture was studied with respect to its functionality, architectural design, inputs etc. It is worth noting that both Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud Platform are capable of creating an end-to-end data pipeline for Big Data projects from Ingestion to visualization. Both Amazon Web Services and Google Cloud Platform also include tools for performing Machine Learning and AI.

4.1 Generating design principles for Cloud based Big Data platforms

Examining the artifacts of the component-based architectures of Big Data platforms has revealed the following Design principles and rules. Design principles refer to the “what” of effective solution design, whereas design rules address the “how”. The following design Principles and rules were discovered by observing the component features and functionality, referring to different use cases and architectural blogs of the platforms.

Design Principle 1-Flexibility and robustness of Big Data platforms

Based on observation it is identified that Robust and Flexible architecture of the platform is essential. Key rules that underlie in this principle are ability to integrate with multiple operating systems and easy integration between the Big Data layers of architecture. Business environments are dynamic in nature. Based on business requirement IT infrastructure like architecture, applications keep changing on the client side. Also new requirements may need new computational tools during analytics phase. Research by Chen C, et al. [22] identifies that in a Big Data system good architecture and frameworks should be given top priority. This principle also emphasis need for interoperability of architectural layers.

Design Rule 1.1-Ability to handle different Operating System (OS) platforms during integration based on customer needs

There are different ways operating system integration comes into the picture. Either users are required to use a different operating system in the Big Data environment. For example, user want to install Microsoft Structured Query Language (SQL) server into Big Data platform or a user want to access Cloud platform through On-premise machines with different operating system. Big Data platforms should able to support these different kinds of operating systems. For example, an Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instance which is meant for computation purpose can run with different operating systems, such as Linux and Windows [23]. Similarly, GCP also enables its virtual machines which are computing instances to integrate with different operating systems based on requirement [24]. In discussing the other case where client wants to connect with cloud platforms from on premises both AWS [25] and GCP [22] provide SDK’s compatible for different operating systems like Linux and Windows.
Design Rule 1.2-Smooth flow of integrated processes among different layers of architecture in Big Data platform

Big Data platforms need to have ease of integration between different architectural layers. It is observed in the study in the process of data pipeline a component from any layer like storage, computing and processing may be required to be used more than once. For example, Amazon S3 is used to store all types of data. When a user finishes processing data in Elastic MapReduce (EMR), they might need to re-integrate the computation layer back with storage layer for storing the structure of the format data file. Similarly, when using GCP, a user processes the data in flow and pushes it to the storage layer. For example, cloud Pub/Sub and again needs to re-integrate with Computation layer for further processing. So, when these kinds of requirements are coming from users, it is important for a platform to have ease in integrating the architectural layers. Any deviation will cause loss of time and value from the data.

Design Principle 2-Process of Ingestion to handle different input data formats

Based on our study it is evident that ingestion layer acts as building channel between data source and Cloud based Big Data Platforms. As it is already discussed Big Data comprises of different types of data, it is important to ensure all types of data can be ingested into Big Data platforms. User requirements may vary for different reasons. Key rules under this principle include ability to ingest batch /real time data and minimum latency. The data may be fed into the system in such a way such as a raw data dump or it even may include batch, streaming and real time data which generated from different systems and on the fly needs to be ingested into the system. Data types vary from structured to unstructured data. Both AWS and GCP provide tools like AWS Import/Export which is physical data transfer [26], Cloud transfer service for movement of raw data [27] and Amazon kinesis and Cloud pub/Sub for real time data processing.

Design Rule 2.1-Ability of Ingestion process to support batch and real-time data

Users may need Big Data platform to support to real time and batch data. Batch data may be the case where data will be moved in batches at regular intervals of time for analytics. But real time data can be mentioned as live data or latency between data generation and needs for this type of data processing is very minimal. Real time data analytics is strong emerging requirement from users to understand more about customers, quick decision-making purposes. For example, Financial times which is the leading organisation in Business news uses AWS platform for accessing real time data for better decision while making request for proposal issues [28].

Design Rule 2.2-Latency in data ingestion should be minimal

Latency is a critical factor that can influence the decision-making process. Minimal latency needs to be assured by the cloud based Big Data platforms for the users. For example, in GCP most of the streaming data generated by users and systems is distributed, Cloud pub/sub leverages Google’s front-end load balancer support for data ingestion across all the regions of GCP for minimal latency [29].

Design Principle 3-Big Data analytics platform must handle heterogeneous cloud storage platforms

Based on the design artifacts it is found that Big Data platforms should support different storage file systems (e.g. Google, Amazon, Azure) and should be able to provide parallel access from multiple third-party applications. Key rules underlie for this principle are ability to support on-premise/External hosted file systems and providing parallel access for storage. It is interesting to notice that both AWS and GCP provide flexibility to use multiple file systems on their respective Big Data platforms and also enabled support external file systems.

Design Rule 3.1-Big Data analytics platform must handle external hosted and on-premise storage

The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is prominent file system in Big Data space. Many organisations use this file system for their Big Data analytics. Likewise, the needs of user will change based on their requirements. Big Data platform should support multiple file systems meet end user needs. For example, AWS uses S3FS for storage and GCP uses Colossus as file system. However, AWS facilitates implementation of HDFS in EMR [30] and GCP enable the same with help of Cloud data proc [31]. Moreover, Big Data platforms should able to accept files transfer from external
file systems to Cloud storage File system. Both AWS and GCP provide this facility. User with help of AWS command line interface and GCP G-suit command line can initiate data file transfer into cloud storage from external environment. Also, it is interesting to note that it is possible to integrate AWS with GCP [14].

**Design Rule 3.2-Big Data platform storage could be accessed in parallel by different user applications**

It is equally important to provide access to storage through incorporating parallel access for different enterprise applications of storage. With the ability to support multiple file systems, these systems unable to provide access to storage for various needs, which would not serve the complete purpose. For example, Amazon gateway service enables access for enterprise application from on premises with AWS Cloud [32].

**Design Principle 4-Big Data storage in both open file format and specific file formats**

Based on the research it is found that Big Data systems should support different file formats. Data is being generated in different formats across industries. Systems generate log files, Text files, Excel data, Web application create Jason and XML formats. Consequently, storage should able to load all these different file formats. A key rule under this principle is that computation components also should able to process these file formats. AWS and GCP platforms are capable of storing and computing wide variety of file formats.

**Design Rule 4.1-The Compute/Process components and analytical components must able to process files of different formats**

This design rule is centred around the ability to store different formats, as any failure to compute these files will go against the purpose of Big Data platforms. So, it is important to ensure that computation, processing and analytical components can process all relevant file formats. For example, in AWS, EMR can work with files in S3FS, EC2 with local disk for HDFS files [33]. Default Hadoop takes ‘.TXT’ file format but Hadoop interface inputFormat can process other custom formats. This is similar to GCP cloud DataProc because it runs on HDFS. On other hand GCP Cloud Dataflow which uses Apache Beam as an underlying technology uses PCollection to custom file formats for processing [16].

**Design Principle 5-Assuring data redundancy in Big Data platform**

Research identifies that redundancy of data needs to be ensured in cloud-based platforms. Any Big Data platform should ensure the redundancy of data. Unlike transactional systems where redundancy of data is a problem in storage, analytical systems in distributed environment place an emphasis on the redundancy of data. Because in distributed environment data files are split into blocks and stored across the machines in network. In case of failure with one machine, there need to be back up data/redundancy to ensure that this data is not lost. Any loss of data is a loss of value and veracity in Big Data. By default, AWS and GCP ensure replication of data stored in their cloud platforms.

AWS kinesis is good example when discussing redundancy. Amazon kinesis is a distributed messaging queue in which data is injected [34]. When data is ingested, streams are recorded in shards which is uniquely identified sequence of data [34]. AWS Kinesis does not lose data because it is replicated over the nodes automatically ensuring redundancy.

**Design Principle 6-Data computation needs to be executed on local storage**

Computation is the most important phase in Big Data analytics. Based on our research it was identified that computation should be performed on the local disk of machine, or computation instances of cloud should able to read data from storage with fault tolerance. In distributed processing there is chance for failure of one or more jobs which could result in an incomplete output. As illustrated in Figure 6, fault tolerance in computation is critical. According to research by Vaishnavi V, et al. [8] fault tolerance is one of the highest prioritised area in Big Data. So Big Data platforms should able to perform computation with fault tolerance. Hence a key rule that is associated with this principle is coordination between data units, processing and task failure prevention.
Figure 9: AWS data analytics process illustration
Design Rule 6.1-Coordination between the data blocks and job processing must be clearly established

Coordination between processing and data units is critical. There needs to be a monitoring method in place to ensure this. Good examples for this are AWS, EMR and GCP Cloud data proc which works with Hadoop and its system. Figure 9 illustrates Hadoop YARN when used in AWS, it also details the YARN process. In AWS as illustrated in Figure 9, when the Hadoop cluster is created, nodes are created from preconfigured EC2 instances with ‘instance store’ which serves as local storage. A disadvantage here is the data life is limited to the computation instance lifetime. Users need to ensure that the program used to write the data to other location, is done before the computation process completes. However, by using EMRFS which an implementation of HDFS, EMR can directly read or write data from Amazon S3 storage. As shown in Figure 6, EMRFS/HDFS are depicted separately however in real time they are available along with EC2 instances. Coordination between data storage and processing needs to ensured. After ensuring this, when a user runs Hadoop in EMR, it uses YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator). YARN aids the resource manager, to ensure the coordination between processing, and data units. According to research done by Apache in a cluster, coordination between different processing units and data blocks is highly essential, in order to gain fault tolerance in Bigdata platforms.

Design Rule 6.2-Resilient computation to provide mitigation against job failures

When jobs are running in a cluster across thousands of nodes, it is expected that there will be failures. Computation processing should ensure to re-run failed jobs, in order to mitigate this. For example, in GCP cloud data proc which runs on the Hadoop system uses YARN. The application manager in YARN receives the status from job containers about each task’s execution. In case of a failure, the application manager will use alternate computing resources and re-execute the job.

Design Principle 7-The Compute and Process layer must handle the distributed-parallel processing on the Big Data platform

Based on the research, it was identified that computation and processing layer should support parallel processing. The processing of data can also be performed using a queue using one machine processing these data units. Implementing a similar way of processing would be time consuming and expensive. However Big Data platforms are able to perform computation parallel across distributed machine. Key rules under this principle are that the data needs to be stored in distributed manner and concurrency in processing data units. In both AWS and GCP all the computational components perform parallel and distributed processing. To provide specific examples, AWS redshift and GCP BigQuery are good examples of doing processing data in distributed platforms parallel. At an abstract level both tools work in similar ways.

Design Rule 7.1-Loading data in distributed manner in order to balance workloads

In Big Data analytics the volume of data will be in petabytes with billions of records. So even if the data is stored in one machine with high configuration I/O processes this will require a vast amount of processing power which can potentially hang the system. Hence work load balancing of data requires storage in a distributed environment.

For example, AWS Redshift is a powerful data warehousing platform which uses a massive parallel processing technology for performing analytics for fast execution of query input. When data is moved to Redshift, data is split and records are return in columnar way. Data is stored across compute nodes in distributed manner. The advantage of storing in columnar way in distributed manner, is that faster I/O processing can be achieved.

Design Rule 7.2-Many parallel computation instances could process the data concurrently

In the processing layer, it is important to run computation concurrently. This helps with performance and the speed of processing. For example, AWS redshift delivers quick query output virtually on any size of data with help from column storage and the parallel processing of query’s through executing it across distributed data which is stored in multiple nodes. Users submits queries through the Leader node which parses and develops an execution plan...
This is then pushed as compiled query code to compute nodes where the data resides along with dedicated Central Processing Unit (CPU) and memory. Compute nodes have node slices which are allocated with a portion of node memory and disk space. Query are performed in these compute nodes concurrently and results are shared back with leader node and then to user (cf. Amazon Redshift Overview Internal Architecture and System Operation).

**Design Principle 8-Memory based compute process for higher efficiency in performance**

Based on our research work it was identified that Big Data platforms should support ‘in memory computation’. Saving and retrieving data from memory instead of writing and reading it from disk will improve the performance of processing time during computation. We observed both AWS and GCP platforms, they allow creation instances with different types like memory based (High Memory) and compute based (High CPU). Analytical tools such as AWS Athena are interactive analytical tools which uses Presto, a distributed SQL engine [39]. Presto solely uses in memory processing which is pipelined across the network. The key rule under this principle is the ability of the platform to store intermediate data in memory. By logical reasoning, it is evident that since AWS, EMR and GCP cloud data proc are able to run on an Apache Spark server (a memory-based processing engine, they would be inter-operable. If the cloud Big Data platform cannot support memory-based computation by intermediate data capturing in memory it cannot be compatible with these sophisticated tools.

**Design Rule 8.1-Transitional data should be made available from the cache (memory) for analysis**

Allowing data to be saved and accessed from memory helps to lower latency. For example, when we observed map reduce jobs, results are written to HDFS file system and retrieved again. A large quantity of disk read and writes will increase latency and performance. Research by Apache [36] mentioned memory-based data processing as a design principle in their work, because it uses Random Access Memory (RAM) for data storage rather than local disk. When Apache spark is installed in AWS or GCP, memory-based computing capacity in these solutions are also scalable. When Apache spark is installed in AWS or GCP computing instances will be created. When user run the program, this performs a driver/master process that converts programming code into Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). After series of steps DAG is converted into an execution plan, which creates execution units that are tasks at each stage. From this driver processes request resources from cluster manager (YARN, Mesos). The cluster manager then launches executions on behalf of the driver to finish the task. Spark processing collects data items called ‘Resilient Distributed data sets’ which are split into partitions and stored on memory of worker nodes which are AWS EC2 or GCP VM (Virtual Machines) which are computing instances.

**Design Principle 9-Data Security assurance is necessary to avoid breaches in system and unauthorised access**

Research work has identified that security of the data must be ensured by Big Data platforms. Security is very sensitive issue. The public impression is still that cloud systems are not secure for the data, as third-party environment or systems which is not under direct control of organisation. According to research by Amazon Web Services [40] challenges of organisational management includes security of data, privacy, governance and ethical aspects. The key rule underlies this principle is data encryption, authorisation and account management.

**Design Rule 9.1-Authorisation, Data Encryption, and User Account Management are essential features of Big Data platforms**

Even though authorisation and access management are key security rules, data encryption can be rated as top priority among all cloud-based platforms, as cloud systems are off premises and completely under control of the vendor. In cloud computing it is agreed that there will be a large amount data transfer which occurs over the intranet which coordinates the computation process. Any breach of network which exposes data is potential threat. Cloud platforms also need to ensure end to end security of data throughout the data pipeline. For example, AWS provides two level security features such as server-side data encryption and client-side data encryption [37]. Under server-side encryption, it allows users to request encryption of data in Amazon S3 storage before being saved on the disks of data centres. Client-side encryption allows users to load the encrypted data in to Amazon S3 however user has to be responsible for
managing encryption keys and security tools [37]. GCP also provides extensive data security features, to protect data at three states like encryption at rest encryption, in transit and encryption in use [41]. Both AWS and GCP provide a ‘Key Management’ service as well Identity and Access Management tools like (IAM).

**Design Principle 10-Effective User Experience (UX) to configure, install and manage Big Data systems is needed**

Research has found that management of Big Data platforms requires a user friendly UX interface. Big Data platforms have different layers of architecture and comprise of different tools. The management of Big Data platforms in terms of installation, configuration and data management is not an easy job. Key rules that associate with this principle are user friendly management tools and Metata data management.

**Design Rule 10.1-Customer-centric Platform Operations Management functionalities like monitoring, cloud management, performance metrics**

Since cloud vendors charge users based on pay for use, it is important to have monitoring, performance management and cloud management tools. AWS achieves this with help of AWS console manager and GCP by providing Google Cloud Console. With the help of these tools user can access computation tools and be able to manage them.

**Design Rule 10.2-Metadata management like capturing and governance should be available**

Metadata in simple terms, is the data that defines data. Metadata management is very crucial in data management, as it helps in determining the source and data types. When observed in AWS and GCP there is no direct tool that enables metadata management. However, metadata management is emphasised and made available through different ways in both Big Data platforms. For example, In GCP every computing instance captures metadata on metadata server that can be accessed programmatically with the help of the compute engine Application Programming Interface (API) [42]. Likewise, in AWS metadata management is possible through data cataloguing process as illustrated in Figure 10. In AWS with help of comprehensive data catalogue process metadata can be extracted from Amazon S3 with help of Amazon Lambda and queried, as shown in Figure 8 [43]. Also, AWS uses AWS Glue for creating Hive compatible meta-store for the data in Amazon S3 (See Appendix, Data Cataloging).

With reference to multiple use cases and architectural patters the overall analytics processes of AWS and GCP are illustrated below in Figures 9 and 10 respectively. Sample architectural patterns can be identified from Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Architectural patterns and Platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Architectural pattern</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build a Healthcare Data Warehouse Using Amazon EMR, Amazon Redshift, AWS Lambda, and OMOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create a Healthcare Data Hub with AWS and Mirth Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture: Real-Time Stream Processing for IoT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.2 AWS Analytics process scenario**

A sample scenario when using AWS with raw data with the objective of making it ready for analytics through converting this data to a tabular form or any other custom data formats, this data can be transferred to Amazon S3 storage. It is important to remember the user interaction with AWS happens through AWS console Manager. Data that has been stored in Amazon S3 will be read by Amazon EMR (Cluster of virtual EC2 compute instances) during the computation process. The output of this process can be moved to Amazon DynamoDB which is NoSQL database. With help of Amazon lambda function, it can be transformed into desired custom format and copied to Amazon Redshift.
database which acts like a data warehouse.

Another sample scenario is where the objective is to perform real-time analytics in AWS. Data can be fed into Amazon Kinesis which is meant for streaming analytics. EC2 compute instances will perform the required action to save the data into a file which is then uploaded to Amazon S3. From this Amazon Athena can be used to perform query analytics on the data files stored in Amazon S3 in previous step and write outputs at this stage again back to Amazon S3 from where users can read the final results.

Figure 10. GCP data analytics process illustration
4.3 GCP Big Data analytics process scenario

Let’s take for example, the task of performing streaming data analytics using GCP. Data may be fed into Cloud pub/sub which works on messaging architecture. This data will then be pushed to Cloud Dataflow which works on underlying technology from Apache Beam (Programming model of Batch and Streaming data processing) to perform the computation to transform the data into structured format and writes output to Big Query. The Big Query database can be viewed as a data warehouse for Google, which allows users to submit queries and retrieve results.

5. Concluding remarks

Big Data’s prominence has been realized since the early classic papers by Hashem and his co-workers [6] and Chen and Zhang [22]. It has become part of the digital life-style and is gaining traction with powerful cloud, IoT, AI, and context-aware technologies. To recap, the RE-DSR approach used in this paper was effective in extracting ten design principles and nested rules from leading Cloud-based Big Data artifacts. It is analogous but not similar to the Knowledge Discovery from Databases (KDD) methodology used in data mining where patterns and rules are extracted from input datasets. In this paper and the parallel project described previously [9], we have used design specifications from artifacts in production (cloud-based big data platforms) as input to abductively reason how they address an IS problem (inter-operability and heterogeneity). Using the categorization from Vaishnavi and Kuechler in their classic text [8], such experimentation by observing current cloud-based platforms allows us to reverse design the platform specifications that are improvements over existing systems [39]. Following from this, logical reasoning, while weaker than mathematical proofs or experimentation, nevertheless supplements the discovery of design knowledge by constantly revisiting the context of cloud-based Big Data platforms and deducing rules that support inter-operability. On the basis of replication, we claim validity of process (RE-DSR) as well as construct (design principles and rules) because similar but not identical rules were derived from Hadoop-based systems [9]. This theoretical work will be helpful in developing a quick understanding of the ideas surrounding cloud-based Big Data platforms. The design rules provided can aid cloud practitioners as well as researchers in understanding and addressing the heterogeneity challenge on such platforms.

This paper seeks to support both client and service-provider decision making process for the adaption or later modification of existing Big Data systems which is a typical DevOps function. With help of the design principles presented, practitioners and managers can incorporate systems flexibility, interoperability, agility and compatibility. Design research in Big Data systems is currently limited; we suggest that this paper contributes to the knowledge base for fruitful research on the design of Big Data platforms.

As a practical contribution, the synthesis of RE-DSR approach has shown to be applicable and useful when presented to an audience of cloud architects as part of a seminar. This framework may be used by Cloud research or DevOps teams when analyzing complex or extensive IT systems.

The validation of the design principles and rules presented in this research work is largely thought based, through the use of logical reasoning [8]. The design artifacts were published, non-proprietary material based on secondary data such as project documentation, training tutorials, white paper documents from vendors and other web-based information. They were used to extract the higher level of understanding about the platforms. We believe much more materials exist in the hidden intranets of the vendors which we could not access. As well, certified cloud architects would serve as the ideal participants in a validation workshop that could further improve the set of principles and rules. This is suggested as further research.

In closing, the significance of Big Data research is increasing rapidly with the growth of cloud, edge and P2P computing. With such evolving technologies, challenges are also presented, which have scope for conducting RE-DSR studies. The current research work may be extended by practically implementing the design rules in real time environments and assessing the performance of platforms with real-time dashboards.
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## Appendix

### Table A1. Platform specifications documents for reverse engineered design research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amazon Web Services</th>
<th>Google Cloud Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is Amazon Athena?</strong> [Accessed 19th November 2019].</td>
<td><strong>AirAsia: Turning to Google Cloud to refine pricing, increase revenue, and improve customer experience.</strong> [Accessed 14th September 2019].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Create a Healthcare Data Hub with AWS and Mirth Connect.</strong> [Accessed 19th November 2019].</td>
<td><strong>Create a Healthcare Data Hub with AWS and Mirth Connect.</strong> [Accessed 19th November 2019].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>